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Chapter 1
Transparency and Conflicts in Science:
History of Influence, Scandal, and Denial

Paul D. Thacker

Abstract Corporate finances influence many areas of science, originating with
tobacco companies which hired public relations firms to protect their profits from
research on the harms of smoking. Despite a large body of studies finding that
money biases research, scientists and academic organizations fail to embrace the
peer-reviewed research on corporate influence. In many instances, they reject the
science and try to rationalize behavior, leading a cycle of scandal, followed by
reform, followed by later scandal. Because corporate influence is so pervasive and
often denied, policymakers must understand this history as well as the research on
financial conflicts of interest to protect the public.
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1.1 Introduction

In December 1953, the CEOs of America’s leading tobacco companies cast aside
competitive rancor and gathered at the Plaza Hotel in New York City to confront
a menace to their incredibly profitable industry. An emergent body of science pub-
lished in elite medical journals cast doubt on the safety of cigarettes and threatened
to destroy a half-century of corporate success. Joining them at the Plaza was John
W. Hill, the president of America’s top public relations firm, Hill & Knowlton. Hill
would later prove a decisive savior (Brandt, 2012). Hill had closely studied Edward
Bernays, whose work on propaganda in the 1920s and 1930s laid the foundation
of modern public relations and defined common techniques to manipulate popular
opinion (Tye, 1998). Hill understood that any traditional campaignwould fail to sway
society which perceived advertising as little more than corporate propaganda. Effec-
tive public relations required comprehensive off-stage management of the media. At
its best, it left no fingerprints (Brandt, 2007).
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Instead of ignoring or denigrating new data that found tobacco dangerous, Hill
proposed the opposite: embrace science, trumpet new data, and demand more, not
less research. By calling for more research, which they would then fund, tobacco
companies could harness academic scientists in a battle to confront a major scientific
controversy and amplify skeptical views of the relationship between tobacco and
disease (Brandt, 2012). Such a scheme would let companies shroud themselves in
doubt and uncertainty—core principles of the scientific process, in which every
answer leads to new questions.

Hill&Knowlton’s campaign for the five largestU.S. tobacco companies corrupted
science and medicine for decades to follow, laying the foundation for financial con-
flicts of interest in science, as other industries mimicked tobacco’s techniques to
protect their own products from government bans and regulations—later, from con-
sumer lawsuits (Brandt, 2012). While tactics have varied over time, the core strategy
has changed little since tobacco wrote the playbook, providing a menu of techniques
now employed across industries (Michaels, 2008). To position themselves as more
science than the science itself, corporations hire academics as advisors or speakers,
appoint them to boards, fund university research, support vanity journals, and pro-
vide academic scholars with ghostwritten manuscripts to which they can add their
names and publish in peer-reviewed journals with sometimes little or no effort. These
tactics create an alternative scientific realm that drowns out the voices of independent
researchers and calls into question the soundness of impartial data. To further under-
mine impartial scientists, industries secretly supports think tanks and corporate front
groups. These organizations echo and amplify company studies and experts, counter
articles in the media, and launch campaigns against independent academics, often
trying to get their research retracted or perceived as second-rate and untrustworthy
to the public and media.

To counter corporate influence, academic and government bodies have repeatedly
turned to conflict of interest policies and calls for greater transparency and financial
disclosure. PhilipHandler, the President of theNationalAcademies of Science (NAS)
during the early 1970s, proposed the first conflicts of interest policy which the NAS
Council approved in 1971 (Jukes, 1983; Parascandola, 2007). The policy drew sharp
rebukes from leading scientists who called it “insulting” and “undignified,” creating
a pattern that continues today (Brandt, 2012). Whenever a scandal erupts that finds
companies exerting undue influence on science, calls for greater transparency and
more stringent ethics requirements are countered with assertions that current rules
are fine and further scrutiny is not needed.

However, a growing body of literature finds that arguments against financial con-
flicts of interest reforms are unsubstantiated, lacking in intellectual rigor, and ignorant
of the peer-reviewed research on financial influence. Although conflicts of interest
policies have become more prevalent, their content and essential requirements have
evolved little since theNational Academies introduced their first rules (Parascandola,
2007). In fact, the controversy over corporate control of science continues to dog the
Academies to this very day. Over 40 years after introducing their first conflicts of
interest policy, the Academies are once again caught in a scandal, this time after
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complaints that committee members preparing reports for the Academies have cozy
ties to corporations (Taylor, 2017).

Investigative reporters found that nearly half the members of a 2011 Academies
report on painmanagement had ties to companies that manufacture narcotics, includ-
ing opioids (Fauber, 2014). A separate newspaper investigation discovered that the
NAS staff member who selected the committee members for a report on the reg-
ulation of the biotechnology industry was simultaneously applying to work for a
biotech nonprofit. Many of the committee members he chose were found to have
undisclosed financial ties to biotech corporations (Strom, 2016). As this review of
history will show, the Academy is not alone in confronting conflicts of interest in a
cycle of denial, scandal, reform, and more denial.

1.2 Early Years

Concern over corporate influence on science is relatively modern, having emerged in
the 1960s. In the early twentieth century, private foundations and research institutes
funded the vast majority of scientific research in the United States. This changed
after World War II when the national government began pouring increasing amounts
of money into scientific programs. Physicist Paul E. Klopsteg best expressed the
apprehension many scientists felt about the government controlling the research
agenda. As the Associate Director for Research at the National Science Foundation
in 1955, he worried that federal funding for science could allow the government to
hijack the mission of universities. “Does such a vision make you uneasy?” he asked
in a rhetorical fashion. “It should; for it requires scant imagination to picture therein a
bureaucratic operation that would irresistibly and inevitably take a hand in the affairs
of our institutions of higher learning” (Klopsteg, 1955).

The government’s influence over science can be evaluated by examining budget
numbers. From its first year of operations in 1952, the National Science Founda-
tion’s budget ballooned from $3.5 to almost $500 million in 1968. The National
Institutes of Health saw equally large increases, growing from $2.8 million in 1945
to over $1 billion in 1967. By 1960, the government supported over 60% of research
(Parascandola, 2007).

During this period, the scientific community focused on conflicts of interest that
affected scientists who either worked in government or who were funded by gov-
ernment agencies, especially researchers in military and space science research pro-
grams (“Scientists in Government: Growing Concern Over Conflicts of Interest,”
1960). Even while using the term “conflict of interest”, scientists discussed the mat-
ter only within a narrow legal context. When Congress held hearings about conflicts
of interest in science, they concerned scientists who were government contractors for
the Atomic Energy Commission or National Aeronautics and Space Administration
while also having financial interests in private research or consulting companies.
Worries about government influence over science were also apparent in 1964. That
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year, both the American Council on Education and the American Association of Uni-
versity Professors developed conflicts of interest policies that only discussed research
funded by the government (Parascandola, 2007).

By examining the appearance of the phrase “conflicts of interests” in the journal
Science over the past century, we can see how the term has changed in context and
meaning, reflecting researchers’ concerns about the power of external forces in shap-
ing science. In the early years, the term surfaced in the journal’s pages in reference
to scientists’ relations to government. Over time, this shifted to incidents and discus-
sions involving the industry. This uneasiness with industry seems to have increased
with time andwith strengthening kinship between universities and corporate partners
(Gingras & Gosselin, 2008).

1.3 Tobacco Creates Parallel Science

After an initial meeting with tobacco company leaders in late 1953, Hill & Knowlton
created a sophisticated strategy to shroud the emerging science about tobacco in skep-
ticism (Brandt, 2012). Skeptics have always existed in science. In fact, skepticism is
a fundamental value of science. But tobacco repurposed skepticism by flooding the
research field with money to study the relationship between smoking and disease,
and positioning the industry as scientific advocates while shaping and amplifying a
public message that tobacco’s potential dangers were an important scientific contro-
versy. Historian Allan M. Brandt, of Harvard University, writes “Doubt, uncertainty,
and the truism that there is more to know would become the industry’s collective
new mantra” (Brandt, 2012).

This Trojan Horse intrusion avoided many potential downfalls of a direct assault.
Attacking researchers could backfire and be viewed as bullying; issuing statements
of safety could be dismissed by a cynical public as self-serving, or worse, dishon-
est. But emphasizing the need for more research allowed the tobacco industry to
seize the moral high ground from which they could then peer down onto emerging
data, gently guiding new research, to spur a spurious debate. While pretending the
goal was science, tobacco companies would repurpose research for public relations
(Brandt, 2012).

Public relation firms had decades of expertise at stage-managing the media to
counter information that harmed their clients. But by controlling the research agenda
and the scientific process, tobacco companies could manage journalists even better
than in the past. Instead of manipulating journalists to fight on their side of a public
debate, companies would create the debate and then harness the media to publicize
it for them (Brandt, 2012).

As part of their initial plan, tobacco companies sought experts to discredit new
research thatmight find links between tobacco and lung cancer (Hanmer, 1954). After
companies collected public statements of physicians and scientists, Hill & Knowlton
then produced a compendium of experts and their quotes (Brandt, 2012). Not content
with just funding individual scientists and research projects,Hill proposed creating an
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industry-funded research center (Inc, 1953). This call for new research broadcasted
a subtle message that current data was outdated or flawed, and by partnering with
academic scientists and their universities, it created the impression that the tobacco
industry was committed to finding the right answers (Brandt, 2012).

“It is believed,” Hill wrote, “that the word ‘Research’ is needed in the name
to give weight and added credence to the Committee’s statements” (Inc, 1958).
By branding tobacco as a proponent of research, Hill made science the solution to
possible government regulation. This strategy would lead to almost half a century of
collusion between tobacco corporations and university researchers (“United States
v Philip Morris et al.,” 2004).

The Tobacco Industry Research Committee (TIRC) became central to Hill &
Knowlton’s strategy of co-opting academia. When TIRC was officially formed, over
400 newspapers ran an ad announcing the group with the title, “A Frank Statement
to Cigarette Smokers” (Brandt, 2012). The ad noted that tobacco had been accused
of causing all sorts of human diseases, yet, “One by one those charges have been
abandoned for lack of evidence” (Committee, 1954). The ads then pledged that
companies would fund, on behalf of consumers, new research to study tobacco’s
health effects:

We accept an interest in people’s health as a basic responsibility, paramount to every other
consideration in our business. We believe the products we make are not injurious to health.
We always have and always will cooperate closely with those whose task it is to safeguard
the public health (Committee, 1954).

The Executive Director of TIRC was W.T. Hoyt, a Hill & Knowlton employee,
who operated TIRC from his firm’s New York office. Hoyt had no scientific experi-
ence, and before joining the PR firm, he sold advertising for the Saturday Evening
Post (Brandt, 2012). The tobacco industry would later conclude “most of the TIRC
research has been of a broad, basic nature not designed to specifically test the
anti-cigarette theory” (Burling, 1963).

After retiring as CEO of Brown &Williamson, Timothy Hartnett became the first
full-time chairman of TIRC. The statement announcing his appointment, reads:

It is an obligation of the Tobacco Industry Research Committee at this time to remind the
public of these essential points:

1. There is no conclusive scientific proof of a link between smoking and cancer.

2. Medical research points to many possible causes of cancer ….

3. A full evaluation of statistical studies now underway is impossible until these studies
have completed, fully documented and exposed to scientific analysis through publication
in accepted journals.

5. The millions of people who derive pleasure and satisfaction from smoking can be reas-
sured that every scientific means will be used to get all the facts as soon as possible (Inc,
1954).

TheTIRCbeganoperating in 1954 and almost all of its $1million budgetwas spent
on fees to Hill & Knowlton, media ads, and administrative costs. Hill & Knowlton
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hand-picked TIRC’s science advisory board (SAB) of academic scientists who peer-
reviewed grants which had been screened previously by TIRC staff. Hill &Knowlton
favored scientistswhowere skeptics of tobacco’s ill health effects, especially skeptics
who smoked (Brandt, 2012).

Instead of delving into research about tobacco’s links to cancer, most of TIRC’s
program focused on answering basic questions about cancer in areas such as
immunology, genetics, cell biology, pharmacology, and virology (Brandt, 2012). The
TIRC funding of universities helped chill discourse and debate that argued tobacco
might cause disease while also allowing tobacco companies the prestige of associ-
ating with academics, as few TIRC scientists took strong positions against tobacco
(Brandt, 2012).

While launching TIRC, Hill & Knowlton also moved to reshape the media
environment by developing a large, systematically cross-referenced library on
tobacco-related issues. As one Hill & Knowlton executive explained:

One policy that we have long followed is to let no major unwarranted attack go unanswered.
And that we would make every effort to have an answer in the same day—not the next day or
the next edition. This calls for knowing what is going to come out both in publications and
in meetings….This takes some doing. And it takes good contacts with the science writers
(Hill, 1962).

Although their positions were not grounded in substantive peer-reviewed litera-
ture, Hill &Knowlton broadcast the opinions of a small group of skeptics on cigarette
science, making it appear as if their views were dominant in medical research. These
skeptics allowed TIRC to quickly counter any assault against tobacco. Inmany cases,
TIRC rebutted new findings even before they had become public (Brandt, 2012). This
campaign succeeded because it hijacked science journalists’ love of controversy and
commitment to balance. Brandt concluded, “Given the penchant of the press for
controversy and its often naive notion of balance, these appeals were remarkably
successful” (Brandt, 2012).

Not satisfied with passive forms of media control like advertising and press
releases, Hill & Knowlton practiced aggressive outreach to authors, editors, sci-
entists, and other opinion makers. Personal face-to-face contacts were critical, and
after every press release, TIRC would initiate a “personal contact.” Hill & Knowl-
ton systematically documented this courtship of newspapers and magazines to urge
journalistic balance and fairness to the tobacco industry. During these encounters,
TIRC emphasized that the tobacco industry was committed to the health of cigarette
smokers and scientific research, while urging skepticism about statistical studies
finding harm. Finally, TIRC presented journalists with contacts of “independent”
skeptics to ensure accurate journalistic balance. In short, after creating the contro-
versy, Hill & Knowlton then co-opted reporters to cover the debate, leading to stories
that concluded tobacco science was “unresolved” (Brandt, 2012).

Despite Hill & Knowlton’s behind the scenes management of TIRC to provide
a veneer of scientific credibility, scientists advising TIRC balked about the board’s
independence and their professional credibility amongpeers. To calm these fears,Hill
& Knowlton created the Tobacco Institute in 1958, at the behest of R. J. Reynolds.
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An industry attorney later recounted that “the creation of a separate organization
for public information was hit upon as a way of keeping [TIRC scientists] inviolate
and untainted in [their] ivory tower while giving a new group a little more free-
dom of action in the public relations field” (Burling, 1963). Having protected the
“science” mission of TIRC, Hill & Knowlton operated the Tobacco Institute as an
effective political lobby in Washington to counter congressional hearings and poten-
tial agency regulations. As it had in advertising and media, the tobacco industry
innovated new strategies with the Tobacco Institute to manipulate the regulatory and
political environment (Brandt, 2012).

Hill & Knowlton’s success became evident in 1961. When tobacco hired the firm
in 1954, the industry sold 369 billion cigarettes. By 1961, companies sold 488 billion
cigarettes, and per capita cigarette use rose from 3,344 annually to 4,025, the highest
in American history (Hill, 1962).

In 1963, a New York Times story noted, “Surprisingly, the furor over smoking and
health failed to send the industry into a slump. Instead, it sent it into an upheaval
that has resulted in unforeseen growth and profits.” An official with the American
Cancer Society told the paper, “When the tobacco companies say they’re eager to
find out the truth, they want you to think the truth isn’t known…. They want to be
able to call it a controversy” (Lelyveld, 1963).

During this time span, scientists seemed unperturbed by the conflicts of interest
that arose when tobacco-funded university research and academics allied themselves
with a corporate campaign (Parascandola, 2004). When the Surgeon General estab-
lished an advisory committee on smoking and health in 1963, the committee did
not have a conflict of interest policy. In fact, the tobacco industry was allowed to
nominate and reject committee members (Parascandola, Weed, & Dasgupta, 2006).

Although documents detailing tobacco’s tactics to hijack science only became
public following litigation in the 1990s, this playbook created in the 1950s remains
effective and has been copied by other industries (Brownell&Warner, 2009;Oreskes,
2010). In order to disrupt scientific norms and stave off regulation,many corporations
now make boilerplate claims of scientific uncertainty and lack of proof, and divert
attention from product health risks by placing blame on individual responsibility
(Brandt, 2012).

Before tobacco, both the public and scientific community believed that sciencewas
free of undue influence from special interests. However, tobacco repurposed science
not to advance knowledge, but to undo that which was already known: cigarette
smoking is dangerous. Instead of funding research to make new facts, tobacco spread
money around to unmake that which was already a fact. Historian, Robert Proctor,
of Stanford University has used the term “agnotology” to describe this process of
constructing ignorance (Proctor, 2008).

To this day, society struggles to create policies to limit corporate influence
over areas of science that advance the public interest and intersect with govern-
ment regulations (Brandt, 2012). We can thank the tobacco industry for inventing
our modern crisis with conflicts of interest and financial transparency in science
(Thompson, 1993).
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1.4 Modern Scandal

The late 1960s and early 1970s marked a period of political turmoil and social
change in the United States. Confidence in government and social institutions plum-
meted with the Watergate scandal and a series of exposés that shined a harsh light
on special interests that were manipulating Congress (Guttman, 1976). At the same
time, Congress created new federal agencies with broad mandates for protecting
public health, elevating the role of scientists in federal policymaking. The Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency and the Occupational Safety and Health Adminis-
tration, created in 1970, were charged with developing regulatory standards for a
wide range of substances for which limited data existed. At the same time, the
1971 National Cancer Act brought attention to environmental factors related to
cancer risk (Parascandola, 2007).

Describing this period, sociologist Sheila Jasanoff remarked that science advisors
had become a “fifth branch” of the government (Jasanoff, 1998). But as medicine and
science began to have amore direct impact on policy, they simultaneously came under
greater public scrutiny, leading to controversies about scientific integrity. Media out-
lets at the time ran front-page stories about financial interests and apparent corruption
regarding several issues that touched on the environment, consumer safety, and public
health. Prior to this, the public was rarely confronted with evidence about the dangers
of radiation, chemical pesticides, and food additives and how these substances might
cause cancer. Yet, as scientists and physicians found their professions more heavily
scrutinized, society also demanded that they create policies to protect public health
(Parascandola, 2007).

In 1970, the National Academies faced accusations of pro-industry bias, after
creating a committee to examine the health effects of airborne lead. Dupont and the
Ethyl Corporation—the two companies that produced the most lead in the United
States—employed 4 of the committee’s 18 experts. An Academies spokesperson
defended the committee, arguing thatmemberswere selected on the basis of scientific
qualifications, and that they advised the Academy as scientists, not as representatives
of their employers (Jukes, 1983; Parascandola, 2007).

The President of the Academies during this period was Philip Handler, a for-
mer academic who consulted for numerous food and pharmaceutical companies and
served on the Board of Directors of the food corporation Squibb Beech-Nut (Jukes,
1983). Throughout his tenure, Handler continued to face criticism over his industry
ties (Cohn, 1971; Parascandola, 2007).

Handler attempted to thread the needle of conflicts of interest by pointing to the
Academy’s obligation toworkwith theDepartment of Defense to protect the country.
“[T]he question is not whether the Academy should do work for the Defense Depart-
ment but how it goes aboutmaintaining its objectivity in doing so,” he argued (Nelson,
1968). Handler also advocated formore federal funding for graduate scientific educa-
tion but cautioned that the “university must not become subservient to or the creature
of the federal government by virtue of this financial dependency.”While arguing that
government and industry funding was essential for science, he seemed to sidestep
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the obvious dilemma that this funding might compromise scientific independence
(Parascandola, 2007).

After the airborne lead committee kerfuffle, Handler proposed that new commit-
tee members disclose any potential conflicts that might arise during service for the
Academy. This information would be shared among fellow committee members,
not the public, and was aimed at providing information to the Academy that might
be damaging if it became public through other avenues. The new conflicts of inter-
est rules were limited to explicit financial relationships, but also considered “other
conflicts,” that might be perceived as creating bias (Parascandola, 2007).

Before implementing the new policy, Handler conducted an informal survey
of committees and boards at NAS. Some responded that all members were in
conflict, while others said scientists could not be biased. One committee member
wrote, “Isn’t it probably true that unless a committee member has some possibil-
ity of [conflict of interest], it is not too likely that he will be a useful committee
member?” (Parascandola, 2007) In short, when scientists were prodded about the
conflicts of interest and how this might bias their opinion, they inverted the problem
by redefining conflicts of interest as “scientific expertise.”

In August 1971, the Academy approved a one-page letter, titled “On Potential
Sources of Bias,” to be filled out by potential advisory committee members. The
letter noted that NAS committees were, to an “ever-increasing extent,” being asked
to consider issues of “public interest or policy,” thus frequently requiring conclusions
that rested on “value judgments” as well as data. Even when committee members
are acting without bias, the letter stated, such charges can impugn committee reports
and conclusions. Thus, individual members were asked to state “which [factors], in
his judgment, others may deem prejudicial” (Parascandola, 2007).

Many committee members viewed the statement as an accusation or challenge
to their integrity, with some calling it “insulting” and “undignified.” Federal laws
required government advisors to disclose financial conflicts such as grants or stocks,
but the Academy’s statement delved into other sources of potential bias such as prior
comments and membership in organizations (Parascandola, 2007).

Still, concern about the Academy’s integrity reprised the following year when
its Food Protection Committee was accused of pro-industry bias and downplaying
the cancer risks of food chemicals. Food companies partly funded the committee
which included academics, who consulted for the food industry (Gillette, 1972).
Worries about industry influence were further inflamed in 1975, when Ralph Nader
funded a former journalist for Science, Philip Boffey, to investigate the Academy’s
ties to industry and how corporate financial support may have influenced their reports
(Boffey, 1975).

Nonetheless, the Academy’s 1971 statement was a pioneering policy in conflicts
of interest and the precursor to the Academy’s current practices (Academies, 2003).
But a new element would enter the picture in 1980 when Congress passed the Bayh–
Dole Act. This law allowed universities to own inventions created by professors with
government funding and encouraged corporate collaborations to develop new prod-
ucts and bring them to market (Thursby & Thursby, 2003). Within a year, many top
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academic centers and their faculty had signed lucrative licensing deals with pharma-
ceutical and biotechnology companies, dividing academics at American universities
over uneasiness about scientific integrity and academic freedom (Culliton, 1982).

1.5 Current Evidence and Primacy of Pharmaceutical
Companies

In the early 1900s, the American Association of University Professors published a
declaration of principles to guide academic life. In retrospect, this declaration seems
quaint:

All true universities, whether public or private, are public trusts designed to advance knowl-
edge by safeguarding the free inquiry of impartial teachers and scholars. Their independence
is essential because the university provides knowledge not only to its students but also to the
public agency in need of expert guidance and the general society in need of greater knowl-
edge; and… these latter clients have a stake in disinterested professional opinion, stated
without fear or favor, which the institution is morally required to respect (Professors, 1915).

Current university practices resemble these principles about closely as modern
sexual behavior smacks of the prim morality of the Victorian era. Just as the 1960s
sexual revolution altered sexual behavior, tobacco transformed university practices
by blurring the boundaries between corporate public relations and academic research
(Brandt, 2012). These changes have been most profound in medicine, where aca-
demic partnerships with the biotechnology industry have created both cures for sev-
eral diseases and a pandemic of financial conflicts of interest (Press, 2000;Weatherall,
2000). In effect, the pharmaceutical industry has repurposed tobacco’s campaign by
co-opting academics to sell drugs. These financial conflicts of interest in academic
biomedical research entered the public debate in the early 1980s, following a series
of scientific misconduct scandals. In some cases, investigations revealed that fac-
ulty members fabricated or falsified data for products in which they had a financial
interest (Korn, 2000).

By then, two important laws helped bind academics to the biotech industry. In
1980, Congress passed the Steven Wydler Technology Innovation Act and Bayh–
Dole Act. The Wydler Act pushed federal agencies to transfer technologies they
helped invent to the private sector, leading many universities to create technology
transfer offices. The Bayh–Dole Act allowed small businesses to patent inventions
created with federal grants, allowing universities to license products their faculty
created. Both laws aimed to leverage federal agencies and funding to bring lifesaving
products to the public. However, the laws also pushed academics into a further
alliance with industry (Witt & Gostin, 1994).

As the distinction between academic research and industry marketing continued
eroding, the New England Journal of Medicine announced the first formal conflict of
interest policy for any major science journal in 1984 (Relman, 1984). In an editorial,
the NEJM’s editor laid out concerns that required this new policy:
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Now, it is not only possible for medical investigators to have their research subsidized by
businesses whose products they are studying, or act as paid consultants for them, but they are
sometimes also principals in those businesses or hold equity interest in them. Entrepreneuri-
alism is rampant in medicine today. Any new research development that has or might have
commercial application attracts attention from established corporations or venture capital-
ists. Reports of such developments released at press conferences, presented at scientific
meetings, or published in journals may cause stock prices to rise abruptly and fortunes to be
made almost overnight. Conversely, reports of unfavorable outcomes or serious side effects
may rapidly devalue a particular stock. Onmore than one occasion during the past few years,
the publication of an article in the Journal has been the direct cause of sharp fluctuations in
stock prices (Relman, 1984).

A year later, JAMA also instituted a conflict of interest policy. However, the two
leading science journals did not catch up until 1992 (Science) and 2001 (Nature).
Research finds that science disciplines have always lagged behind medicine in
addressing financial bias (Thacker, 2014).

For example, in 1990,HarvardMedical School institutedfinancial conflict of inter-
est policies, by limiting the types of commercial relationships clinical research faculty
could have and setting a ceiling on financial interests (School, 2010). This appears to
the be the first attempt by a university to sharpen the distinction between academic
research and corporate product development. Both the Association of American
Medical Colleges and the Association of Academic Health Centers followed up that
year by publishing guidance on financial conflicts of interest (Centers, 1990;
Colleges, 1990).

In these same years, theNational Institutes ofHealth proposed new rules to require
that academics disclose financial interests to their institution and not consult or have
equity in companies that might be affected by their research. In response, the NIH
received 750 letters, with 90% opposing the proposed regulations as overly intrusive
and punitive (Anderson, 1994). When the new rules became active in 1995, they
only required disclosure of interests “that would reasonably appear to be directly
and significantly affected by the research.” Unfortunately, the public who would
benefit from greater independence of science does not seem to have weighed in on
this process, and the academic institutions receiving the grants ended up enforcing
the regulations themselves (Witt & Gostin, 1994).

However, these initial steps seemed to have had little effect in controlling the
industry’s growing influence over medicine and the culture of universities (Witt &
Gostin, 1994). In 1999, the American Society of Gene Therapy (ASGT) was forced
to declare certain financial arrangements off-limits in gene therapy trials, following a
scandal in the first gene therapy clinical trial (Therapy, 2000). Nonetheless, industry
financing continued to dominate biomedicine, a trend which became clear in 1999
when the National Institutes of Health funded $17.8 billion for mostly basic research.
In contrast, the leading 10 pharmaceutical companies spent $22.7 billion, on mostly
clinical research (DeAngelis, 2000).

A spate of studies throughout the 1990s persisted in documenting corporate con-
trol over medicine. Research found that pharmaceutical companies affected clini-
cians’ decisions (Chren & Landefeld, 1994) and that the research of academics with
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ties to industry was lower in quality (Bero & Rennie, 1996; Rochon, Gurwitz, Che-
ung, Hayes, & Chalmers, 1994) and more likely to favor the study sponsor’s product
(Cho&Bero, 1996; Rochon, Gurwitz, Simms, et al., 1994; Stelfox, Chua, O’Rourke,
& Detsky, 1998). Negative findings were less likely to be published (Blumen-
thal, Campbell, Anderson, Causino, & Louis, 1997; Rennie, 1997) and more likely
to have delayed publication (DeAngelis, 2000; Friedberg, Saffran, Stinson, Nelson,
& Bennett, 1999). Especially worrying to academics was the media’s growing inter-
est in stories that documented industry’s influence over medicine (Cohen, 2000;
Peterson, 2000).

While the Bayh–Dole Act generated profits for universities and academics, it
also constructed a positive feedback loop, driving more academic research down an
avenue of commercialization. Whatever boundaries between universities and indus-
try that had previously existed seemed to have disappeared as academic interests
became almost indistinguishable from corporate interests (Korn, 2000). But the pub-
lic’s demand for advanced medical discoveries was tempered by intolerance for even
a whiff of impropriety by universities now firmly entangled in corporate research. A
JAMA editorial described this as a struggle “to create a precarious equipoise between
the world and values of commerce and those of traditional public service, a balance
between Bayh–Dole and by-God” (Korn, 2000).

Conflicts of interest captured attention again in 2000 when USA Today published
an investigation that found that more than half of the advisors to the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) had financial relationships with pharmaceutical companies
with interests in FDA decisions. Industry denied that these relationships created a
problem and the FDA kept many of the financial details secret (Cauchon, 2000). A
separate study found that companies funded almost one of every three manuscripts
published inNEJMand JAMA.Anexpert concluded that financial conflicts of interest
“is widespread among the authors of published manuscripts and these authors are
more likely to present positive findings” (Friedman & Richter, 2004).

In retrospect, 2000 was a watershed event at JAMA. That year, the journal pub-
lished a series of editorials examining the pharmaceutical industry’s growing influ-
ence over physicians and called for barriers to protect medicine from corporate cor-
ruption. One editor noted that the industry’s cultivations of physicians began in the
first year of medical school when students received gifts from pharmaceutical com-
panies (DeAngelis, 2000). “The enticement begins very early in a physician’s career:
for my classmates and me, it started with black bags,” she wrote (DeAngelis, 2000).
The editor referenced one study which found that pharmaceutical companies fund
purportedly “independent physicians” and that research found that those academics
were more likely to present positive findings (Friedman & Richter, 2004).

A steady trickle of research in the 2000s continued documenting widespread
conflicts of interest which eroded scientific integrity, and explored disclosure as a
primary tool for remediation (Bekelman, Li, & Gross, 2003; Friedman, 2002). How-
ever, one study discovered that barely half of the biomedical journals had policies
requiring disclosure of conflicts of interest (Bekelman et al., 2003). Research also
noted that companies appeared to be sponsoring studies as a tool to attack com-
petitors’ products and these studies were likely being funded for commercial not
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scientific reasons (L. S. Friedman & Richter, 2004). Management of conflicts of
interest remained erratic, and a systematic review of journals, found that they were
increasingly adopting disclosure policies, but those policies varied widely across dis-
ciplines, with medical journals more likely to have rules (Ancker & Flanagin, 2007).
In response to that environment, the Natural Resources Defense Council convened
a meeting and released a report on strengthening conflict of interest rules at journals
(Sass, 2008).

Government investigations in the mid to late 2000s forced more biomedical con-
flicts of interest scandals onto the public stage. After the Los Angeles Times reported
that some researchers at the National Institutes of Health had lucrative consulting
agreementswith industry, Congress held hearings, resulting in a tightening of conflict
of interest policies for NIH employees (Willman, 2005). Federal investigations also
began to force drug companies to disclose their payments to physicians on publicly
available websites as part of corporate integrity agreements (Report From February
23, 2012, Pharmaceutical Compliance Roundtable, 2012).

Merck’s Vioxx scandal threw a spotlight on the pharmaceutical industry’s abuse
of medical research in 2007. Documents made public during litigation found that
Merck transformed peer-reviewed research into marketing brochures by ghostwrit-
ing studies for academics who rarely disclosed their industry ties (Psaty & Kronmal,
2008; Ross, Hill, Egilman, & Krumholz, 2008). Analyzing published articles, infor-
mation Merck provided to the Food and Drug Administration, and Merck’s internal
analysis, researchers found that Merck may have misrepresented the risk–benefit
profile of Vioxx in clinical trials and attempted to minimize mortality risk in reports
to the FDA. For one trial, company documents revealed that the lack of a data and
safety monitoring board (DSMB) may have endangered patients (Psaty & Kronmal,
2008). Lest anyone think that Merck was somehow unique in behavior, a JAMA
editorial accompanying the papers referenced similar actions by other companies
(Healy & Cattell, 2003; Silverstein et al., 2000; Solomon & Avorn, 2005; Steinman,
Bero, Chren, & Landefeld, 2006). The editorial concluded, “[M]anipulation of study
results, authors, editors, and reviewers is not the sole purview of one company”
(DeAngelis & Fontanarosa, 2008).

In 2009, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) examined financial conflicts of inter-
est in biomedicine, including research, education, and clinical practice (Conflict of
Interest in Medical Research, Education, and Practice, 2009). The IOM reported
that companies paid large, undisclosed amounts to doctors to give marketing talks
to colleagues, and that sales representatives provided gifts to physicians that influ-
ence prescribing (Carlat, 2007; Elliott, 2006). Clinical research with unfavorable
results was sometimes not published, distorting the scientific literature for drugs
prescribed for arthritis, depression, and elevated cholesterol levels (Gibson, 2004;
Kastelein et al., 2008; Whittington et al., 2004; Wright, Perry, Bassett, & Chambers,
2001). In one example, negative studies about depression medications were with-
held (Healy, 2006; Turner, Matthews, Linardatos, Tell, & Rosenthal, 2008) causing a
meta-analysis of the literature to find the drugs were safe and effective (Preliminary
Report of the Task Force on SSRIs and Suicidal Behavior in Youth, 2004). A second
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meta-analysis that included the formerly withheld data found that risks outweighed
benefits for all but one antidepressant (Whittington et al., 2004).

A fair readingof the IOM’s reportwould cause any reader to conclude that conflicts
of interest are pervasive throughout medicine, corrupt academia, and sometimes
lead to patient harm. One expert has argued that polices to stop bias and corruption
have been completely ineffective, requiring nothing less than a paradigm change
in medicine’s relationship with industry (Lexchin, 2012). Still, some research has
found that the public remains largely unconcerned about these matters (Hampson
et al., 2006; Weinfurt et al., 2006).

1.6 Perpetual Denial Machine

The defensive response by academics to the 1971 National Academy’s first conflict
of interest policy and the 1990 proposed regulations by the National Institutes of
Health remains common to this day. Every attempt to control financial conflicts of
interest and push for great transparency in science has been criticized by the scientific
community, which seems perpetually satisfied with whatever ethics happen to be in
place.

For example, the NIH’s 1990 proposed guidelines were roundly denounced by the
scientific community, resulting in gentler guidelines that allowed universities to self-
regulate (Korn, 2000). Even with these weakened rules, a researcher later wrote, “At
the present time, federal employees working in federal laboratories are constrained
by numerous conflict of interest restrictions” (Witt & Gostin, 1994). Because of this
perceived harshness, the NIH director eased ethics policies for NIH employees in
1995 to increase recruitment of top scientists, by allowing federal workers to consults
with industry (Steinbrook, 2004).

Rolling back these rules led to inevitable scrutiny in the form of a 2003 investiga-
tion by the Los Angeles Times that uncovered senior NIH scientists consulting with
pharmaceutical companies, with one researcher later prosecuted by the Department
of Justice (Willman, 2003). Congressional hearings and internal investigations then
forced the NIH to introduce more stringent ethics rules for employees that restricted
stock ownership and consulting with pharmaceutical companies (Marshall, 2003).
Announcing the new restrictions, the NIH Director stated a need to “preserve the
public’s trust” and address public perceptions regarding conflicts of interest (Kaiser,
2005). But as earlier, some scientists saw this second round of rules as punitive and
overly restrictive, arguing that it would negate the agency’s ability to recruit top
scientists (Twombly, 2007).

Indeed, academics persisted in involving themselves in research that tested their
own company’s products on patients. In 2008, the Senate Finance Committee dis-
covered that a Stanford University researcher had $6 million in equity in a company
and was the primary investigator for an NIH grant that funded patient research on
his company’s drug (Krieger, 2008). Stanford denied any wrongdoing while also
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retaining a financial interest in the company. The NIH later terminated the clinical
trial (Thacker, 2011).

Investigations by the Senate Finance Committee also uncovered numerous exam-
ples of academics failing to report financial ties to pharmaceutical companies when
receiving NIH grants (Wadman, 2009). This led to reforms that required stronger
conflicts of interest rules for NIH grantees and passage of the Physician Payments
Sunshine Act (Thacker, 2013). The Sunshine Act, which I helped to write and pass,
required companies to report payments to physicians, and the law has been replicated
in many other countries. Despite the legislative success, the welcome in academia
has been colder. In one example, Tufts University disinvited me from appearing
at a conference on conflicts of interest held on their campus, which led one confer-
ence organizer to resign (Kowalczyk, 2009). Since these changes were implemented,
industry and academia have attempted to rollback both provisions of the Sunshine
Act and the new NIH rules (Reardon, 2015; Thacker, 2016a).

The Food and Drug Administration has had equally erratic responses to conflicts
of interest. In 1999, a gene transfer experiment at the University of Pennsylvania
killed volunteer patient Jesse Gelsinger. Both the investigator and the institution
had financial interests in the tested product (Korn, 2000). The FDA then instituted
more stringent conflicts of interest disclosure requirements for researchers and for-
bade those dealing with patients from holding equity, stock options or comparable
arrangements in companies sponsoring the trial (Sibbald, 2001). Years after the inci-
dent, Gelsinger’s father wrote, “So, my son, doing the right thing, was killed by a
system and people rife with conflicts of interest, and real justice has been found to
be very lax. It’s essentially business as usual” (Administrator, 2008).

Driven in part by the Vioxx scandal, the FDA commissioned a 2006 study by the
Institute of Medicine. That report found excessive conflicts of interest on the FDA’s
expert advisorypanelswhich reviewnewdrugs anddevices. The report recommended
that a majority of the panelists should have no ties to the industry. “FDA’s credibility
is its most crucial asset, and recent concerns about the independence of advisory
committee members… have cast a shadow on the trustworthiness of the scientific
advice received by the agency,” the report concluded (Vedantam, 2006).

In 2007, Congress responded, passing a new law that updated the Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act that placed more stringent requirements on how the FDA handled
conflicts of interest (Davis, 2014). In classic fashion, a senior FDA official later
protested that the rules were harming the agency’s ability to find qualified experts for
advisory panels. These claims were rebutted in a letter to the FDA Commissioner,
citing evidence that nearly 50% of research academics have no ties to industry and
that approximately one-third of these researchers are full professors (Brian, 2011;
Zinner, Bolcic-Jankovic, Clarridge, Blumenthal, & Campbell, 2009). Nonetheless
the FDA outcry appeared effective and when Congress updated FDA legislation in
2012, the new law removed the previous demands that the FDA tighten control of
financial conflicts of interest (Davis, 2014).

Even the journals themselves have joined the receding tide in handling conflicts
of interest. After implementing the first conflict of interest policy in 1984, the NEJM
updated its policies in 1990, prohibiting the authors of editorials and review articles
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from having any financial interests with a company that could benefit from a drug
or medical device discussed in the article (Relman, 1990). The new rules created a
firestorm of protest, with some calling them “McCarthyism” and others referring to
them as “censorship” (Wilson, 2016). Eventually, the rules were weakened. Under
a new editor in 2015, the NEJM published a series of editorials that sought to deny
that conflicts of interest corrupt science (Brownlee, 2015).

Finally, another avenue for disclosing hidden conflicts of interest between industry
and public scientists is through open records requests. Federal or state freedom of
information laws enable investigative journalists and others to request documents
relating to the publicly funded activity of many kinds, including scientific research
(Seife, 2015). But in recent years, those laws have come under attack by the Union
of Concerned Scientists and some members of the scientific community (Thacker,
2017c). Experts on freedom of information laws have dismissed these efforts as
misguided, with one scholar referring to them as “gibberish” (Abel, 2016; Thacker,
2016c).

Even if compliance with current public records laws remains intact, the number of
journalists using this tool is not large and is declining. In recent years, many journal-
ists have also gone to work for the industries they once reported on (Thacker, 2016b).
And like medicine, journalism has struggled with conflicts of interest problems, with
most media outlets lacking clear policies for both reporters and the sources they cite
(Thacker, 2015b). The Physicians Payments Sunshine Act has been used to uncover
doctors, who are also reporters and who have received compensation from the phar-
maceutical industry (Thacker, 2015a). And just as in science, the pharmaceutical,
food, and biotech industries have secretly funded journalists to attend conferences on
subjects that they cover in order to sway public perception (Thacker, 2017a, 2017b).

1.7 Discussion: Endless Search for Solutions

This brief history of financial conflicts of interest only attempts to examine the direct
lineage that begins with tobacco, tracing it to modern problems in biomedicine.
Other examples exist in which corporations sought to undermine scientific integrity
for financial gain, but there is little evidence that those efforts continued into the
future. History is important because it explains why these campaigns began, how
they were implemented, and the tactics they deployed.

Historical wisdom also makes clear that reform efforts are always opposed, erode
over time, and are then implemented again in the face of new scandals. As I was
writing this chapter, the National Academies is implementing new conflicts of inter-
est rules to deal with scandals involving two of their panels that had been stacked
with academics who had ties to industry (Taylor, 2017). Additionally, the National
Institutes of Health has been swept up in another controversy, with NIH officials
soliciting donations from alcoholic beverage manufacturers to fund a $100 million
study on the health effects of alcohol (Rabin, 2018). The NIH later ended the part-
nership (NIH to end funding for Moderate Alcohol and Cardiovascular Health trial,
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2018). The resulting criticism seems to have curbed the NIH from partnering with
the pharmaceutical industry on a planned opioids research partnership worth roughly
$400 million, in which industry would fund half the costs (Facher, 2018).

The Institute of Medicine’s 2009 report noted that the current evidence base for
conflict of research policies is not strong and more research on the matter could help
guide future rules or regulations (Conflict of Interest inMedical Research, Education,
and Practice, 2009). Federal agencies have not leaped at this recommendation. The
judicial branch may be more promising. Federal settlements with drug companies
have forced them to disclose their payments to physicians and private litigation
has uncovered documents showing bias in purportedly independent scientific studies
(Conflict of Interest inMedical Research, Education, andPractice, 2009). The Senate
has proposed the Sunshine in Litigation Act, which would require judges to make
public documents that find products might harm the public, but this law has not been
passed (Editors, 2014).

Tiny advances continue as PubMed announced it will include conflicts of interest
statements with study abstracts, and research on the subject continues, even if the
results are often ignored (Cronin, 2017). Searching PubMed for the term “conflict of
interest” in 2006, a researcher found 4,623 entries with only 240 appearing before
1990, and well more than half after 1999 (Parascandola, 2007).

Most fixes for conflicts of interest involve some type of funding disclosure. But
even these can be ineffective and distracting as disclosure does not resolve or elimi-
nate the problem. Institutions must also evaluate and act on this information in ways
that include eliminating the relationship or restricting a scientist’s participation in
some activities (Conflict of Interest in Medical Research, Education, and Practice,
2009).

Yet, some experts still attempt to dismiss the problemwith conflicts of interest, by
recasting the term as “confluence of interest” (Cappola & FitzGerald, 2015). Others
trivialize thematter by elevating so-called “intellectual conflicts of interest” as similar
in value (Parascandola, 2007). The Institute of Medicine carefully rejected such
notions, stating, “Although other secondary interests may inappropriately influence
professional decisions and additional safeguards are necessary to protect against bias
from such interests, financial interests are more readily identified and regulated.”
The report concluded, “Such conflicts of interest threaten the integrity of scientific
investigations, the objectivity of medical education, the quality of patient care, and
the public’s trust in medicine” (Conflict of Interest in Medical Research, Education,
and Practice, 2009).

Many scientists are incapable of understanding and accepting that financial con-
flicts of interest corrupt science because they believe that scientists are objective
and too well trained to be influenced by financial rewards, like all other human
beings. In one example, researchers surveyed medical residents and found that sixty-
one percent reported that they would not be influenced by gifts from pharmaceutical
companies, while arguing that eighty-four percent of their colleagueswould be influ-
enced (Steinman, 2001). One academic who researches conflicts of interest grew so
irritated with scientists denying the science of financial influence that he wrote a
parody that listed many of their most common denials. “What I find most frustrating
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is the extent to which leading physicians and scientists whose profession seems to
require a commitment to some kind of evidence based practice are unaware of the best
evidence on motivated bias”, he wrote. “This literature is robust and well developed”
(Goldberg, 2015). Indeed, it is time for scientists to stop being unscientific about the
science on conflicts of interest and to cease substituting their personal opinions for
peer-reviewed research (Thacker, 2018).

A wide range of other industries have carefully studied the tobacco industry play-
book. As a result, they have come to better understand the fundamentals of influence
within the sciences and the value of uncertainty and skepticism in deflecting reg-
ulation, defending against litigation, and maintaining credibility despite marketing
products that are known to harm public health (Brandt, 2012). “By making science
fair game in the battle of public relations, the tobacco industry set a destructive prece-
dent that would affect future debates on subjects ranging from global warming to
food and pharmaceuticals” (Brownell & Warner, 2009).

At the heart of the matter lies money. As far back as 2000, experts questioned the
ability of academic institutions to regulate financial conflicts of interests when they
were so reliant on billions of dollars annually from the industry (Boyd&Bero, 2000).
In a 2012 symposium on conflicts of interest held at Harvard Law School, academic
leaders noted that the problem has only grown more and more complex over time
(Institutional Financial Conflicts of Interest in Research Universities, Symposium
Report, 2012). University leaders avoid even discussing the imperative to regulate
financial conflicts because they fear losing revenue. Brave policymakers must inter-
vene and develop rules to avoid future scandals and continued loss of confidence in
science. Most importantly, they must protect the public.
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Chapter 2
The Health Impact Fund
and the Problem of Corruption
in the Global Pharmaceutical Sector

Fred Gifford

Abstract The goal of this chapter is to examine the Health Impact Fund, a pro-
posal aimed at solving the problem of access to pharmaceuticals for the global poor,
focusing on its potential implications vis-à-vis the problem of corruption in the phar-
maceutical industry. One set of questions concerns the extent to which the Health
Impact Fund can be expected to help lessen or prevent the sorts of corruption that
presently plague our system of pharmaceutical development. The second set of ques-
tions concerns the extent to which the sorts of structures and processes that are set up
for the Health Impact Fund—making assessments of the impact of a given medicine
on global disease burden—would themselves be vulnerable to corruption.

2.1 Introduction

Corruption concerning the development, evaluation, and distribution of pharmaceu-
ticals, and in the health sector more broadly, is a major problem. This corruption, and
the system of laws, regulations, and opportunities for profit that shapes and sustains
it brings serious harm, including high prices, lack of availability of certain important
medicines, and a distorted medical knowledge-base. The profit motive and power of
the drug companies make reining in this corruption, and the harm and injustice that
results, very difficult. Progress here will plausibly require a multipronged approach.
The goal of this chapter is to examine the Health Impact Fund, a proposal aimed at
solving the problem of access to pharmaceuticals for the global poor (rather than on
corruption per se), focusing on its implications vis-à-vis the problem of corruption.
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2.1.1 The Health Impact Fund

The Health Impact Fund is an innovative proposal for counteracting the perverse
incentives inherent in what Pogge and Hollis call the present patent regime, and for
incentivizing instead the development ofmedicines aimed at diseases prevalent in the
developing world (Hollis & Pogge, 2008). It would work by creating an additional,
alternative track for drug companies to seek profit from the creation of a drug. For any
given new drug, a pharmaceutical company could choose between registering it with
the traditional patent system, or instead registering it with this new (HIF) system.
If this alternate track is chosen for a particular drug, then that drug is to be made
available, everywhere, at the lowest feasible cost of production and distribution. In
return, the company is rewarded by receiving a portion of theHIF funds, in proportion
to the impact demonstrated by this drug on the global disease burden over a period
of, say, 10 years. Companies are thus rewarded on the basis of their products’ impact
on health, rather than on the basis of sales.

The proposal is quite controversial; one may worry that it is not feasible. But it
should be explored because it is in many ways attractive. As well as leading to the
availability of drugs for the global poor, it could be expected to help to ameliorate
several other problems of the present patent-oriented drug development regime.

The focus of this essay is the implications of this HIF proposal for corruption in
the pharmaceutical industry. In what follows, I first note the set of standard sorts of
corrupt activities of drug companies. I then outline more broadly the failures of the
drug development system in terms of injustice and inefficiencies, and note how the
HIF can address these. Finally, I move on to this essay’s main questions, concerning
how the Health Impact Fund may be expected to impact issues of corruption.

2.1.2 Corrupt Activities of Pharmaceutical Companies

Pharmaceutical companies engage in a variety of corrupt activities in their quests to
get their products through formal governmental drug approval processes, to convince
physicians to prescribe their drugs, and to keep other companies from obtaining
market share. These activities include the following:

1. the manipulation of trial results: calculated decisions about trial design concern-
ing such things as powering of trials, eligibility criteria, and comparison treatment
and dosages

2. failures to disclose such things as negative trial results and data about adverse
reactions

3. manipulative promotion designed to change the beliefs and prescription practices
of clinical practitioners: ghostwriting, the use of drug reps, free gifts, and lunches,
and influence over continuing medical education

4. the buying of influence and loyalty, such as payments and perks to scientists and
physicians
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5. various unwarranted legal actions: “evergreening”, legal intimidation of generic
companies via threats to sue without real cause

Another kind of corruption concerns pharmaceutical companies’ contributions
to regulators and lawmakers, thereby influencing their regulatory and economic
environment, and thus their ability to carry out each of the above.

These actions count as corruption because the agents take advantage of their
position of power, including their ability generated by the lack of transparency, to
gain illegitimate benefits for themselves (Crombie, 2020). (These actions are not
necessarily illegal, but they do break a trust.)

2.1.3 Problems of Injustice and Inefficiency with the Present
System

The actions of drug companies, and the consequences of those actions, take place
within and are shaped by a set of features that make up the present patent regime.
These include a set of regulatory and patent laws and economic and political forces,
along with standards and expectations within the corporate and regulatory culture,
which shape the motivations and abilities of the pharmaceutical companies to seek
profits.

This system results in both injustices and inefficiencies (including further temp-
tation or risk of corruption): First, drugs are too expensive. The poor can’t afford the
drugs that exist, because the prices are set at a level based on what the affluent can
afford. But indeed, drug prices are very high for everyone, putting pressure on health-
care systems in both rich and poor countries. (This is one reason why governments in
the Global North and other entities could be expected to have more than just human-
itarian (or global stability) reasons for being willing to contribute large amounts of
money to the Health Impact Fund, hence making the system economically feasible.)

Second, there is an inappropriate bias inwhat drugs are developed in the first place.
Drugs needed specifically in poor countries do not tend to be developed. Further, even
for rich countries, there is too much bias toward “maintenance” drugs and “me-too”
drugs, ones that contribute comparatively little, if at all, to improved health.

Third, the system encourages a particular form of corruption, the counterfeiting
of drugs, threatening patient health and contributing to drug-specific resistance.

Fourth is the “last mile problem”, that hoped-for benefits of a drug fail to mate-
rialize due to weak infrastructure (transport, storage, or an adequate health care
system).

Finally, in many ways, this system of motivations and expectations leads to inef-
ficiencies from the point of view of the drug companies themselves: There is a great
deal of wasted effort on such practices as the multiple filing for patents, surveillance
for infringement, and marketing. There are also “deadweight losses”: many inter-
mediate income countries would be willing to buy a drug at a lower but substantial
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price, but the system requires that it be sold only at the price set by the affluent, so
these potential profits are lost.

The Health Impact Fund proposal addresses each of these problems. For instance,
for drugs on the Health Impact Fund track, there would be no need for such a huge
amount of resources to go toward litigation and surveillance for patent violations.And
with prices so low, there would be no incentive to counterfeit. And importantly, con-
cerning the “last mile” problem, the focus on health outcomes rather than sales would
motivate innovators to take actions to ensure their medicine has a maximum health
impact, for example, through the promotion of infrastructure to ensure medicines get
distributed, and of adequate medical personnel to promote their proper use. Compa-
nies that contribute to these features would find their drugs making a larger impact,
and would reap rewards from this.

One lesson here is that the Health Impact Fund schema has systemic effects.
Amongst the impacts that ought to be examined are those it might have on addressing
corruption.

2.1.4 Health Impact Fund as a “Re-incentivization” Strategy

The Health Impact Fund proposal is an instance of a broader category of strategy,
namely the “re-incentivization” approach, involving the attempt to alter the reward
structure, leading companies to take socially beneficial actions in the course of fol-
lowing the profit motive. (Note that another kind of proposal in this category would
involve labeling products of a company based on their overall index of their social
responsibility.) (Eyal, 2012).

This is a different strategy from “management” solutions, such as changes in
standards or requirements of medical journals and regulatory agencies such as the
FDA, with improved surveillance, policing, and stronger “conflict of interest” rules,
as well as better enforcement of the rules we have now. It also contrasts with what
might be called the “divestment” approach, (Brody, 2007) such as publicly funding
pharmaceutical research rather than relying on pharmaceutical companies, on the
grounds that there simply is no way to rein in their corruptive practices.

Of course, the idea is not that we have to choose the one right strategy here. These
multiple strategies for dealing with corruption and bad outcomes concerning phar-
maceutical development are, for the most part, compatible. Indeed, presumably no
one strategy will be adequate on its own, so we need to take seriously a multipronged
approach. Hence, when evaluating the Health Impact Fund’s impact on corruption,
this must be taken into account.


